NOTIFICATION


Based on the deliberations, the following decisions are taken

I. COURSE WORK ENROLLED BY PHD RESEARCH SCHOLARS ALONG WITH REGULAR PG STUDENTS

In the previous Chairperson's meeting held on 15.08.2020, it was decided that the Ph.D. research scholars who have enrolled their course work in the academic session from Dec.2019 to April 2020 along with PG students have to redo those courses when they are offered next. Presently there are requests from Part Time research scholars, who had obtained on-duty/special leave for doing their course work along with regular PG students, to reconsider the above decision. Their request has been deliberated and the notification issued on 26.08.2020 was decided to be modified considering their request. The modification is given as follows:

The internal assessment marks of the PhD scholars shall be considered, as similar to the evaluation procedure followed for the PG students. However, the PhD scholars shall write the end semester examinations of their registered courses as and when conducted, to complete the course. This is applicable for the courses enrolled during Dec.2019 to April 2020 academic session only.

These decisions are taken as a ONE TIME MEASURE and with the due approval from the competent authority.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

DIRECTOR

Copy to:
1. PS to Vice Chancellor
2. PA to Registrar
3. The Directors of the Centres
4. The Chairpersons, Faculty of Civil / Electrical / Mechanical / ICE / Technology / Management Sciences / S&H / Architecture & Planning, AU, Ch – 25.
5. Office of the Controller of Examinations
6. Office of Additional Controller of Examinations (UDs)
7. The Stock File, CAC.